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Introduction 

This qualitative study is one of several emerging efforts that address the need to  construct and 

research formative assessments that measure English language learners‘ (ELLs‘) ongoing 

progress in developing academic language and ability to comprehend and produce complex texts 

(e.g., Heritage & Chang, 2012; White & Paton, 2011).  These efforts have been driven in part by 

implementation and debate surrounding the Common Core State Standards and new expectations 

for the use of grade-level, complex texts in all core subjects. Accessing complex texts poses 

cognitive and academic language demands for all learners but especially for ELLs (Santos, 

Darling-Hammond, & Cheuk, 2012).  

Specifically, the study is focused on the development of formative assessments tasks that engage 

students in close reading, and how teachers implement these tasks in the classroom.  It 

incorporates the complementary expertise of subject matter teachers in middle and high schools. 

Throughout the 2012-13 school year, five ESL/sheltered content teachers (English language arts, 

science, social sciences) from one Delaware school district collaborated with researchers to 

create, test, and refine close reading formative assessments.  During this first year, the study took 

an iterative approach whereby initial findings and participant feedback informed subsequent 

activities.   
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In this report, we first summarize our overall approach, including our conceptual framework and 

methods used. We then describe the year one results for each of the five participating teachers 

and discuss implications for further research. 

 Study Approach  

The primary theoretical approach underlying the study is systemic functional linguistics (SFL) in 

education (e.g., Halliday, 1978; Fang & Schleppegrell, 2010). Applied to reading 

comprehension, SFL encourages students to engage in ―close reading,‖ or careful, purposeful 

reading and re-reading of a text in which readers focus on the way an author uses language to 

express ideas (Brown & Kappes, 2012).  Texts used in the study for the development of sample 

formative assessment tasks were those identified as grade-appropriate in the Common Core State 

Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and 

Technical Subjects documentation (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2012). 

Close reading tasks were applied to formative assessment as conceptualized by the Council of 

Chief State School Officer‘s (CSSO‘s) Formative Assessment for Students and Teachers State 

Collaborative on Assessment and Student Standards.  Specifically, the CCSSO understands 

formative assessment as ―a process used by teachers and students during instruction that provides 

feedback to adjust ongoing teaching and learning to improve students‘ achievement of intended 

instructional outcomes‖ (CCSSO, 2008, p. 3).   

To operationalize formative assessment, we applied the CCSSO-documented attributes of 

effective formative assessment to the development of assessment tasks. These attributes 

informed the professional development meetings with teachers, classroom observations, and 

creation and revision of assessment task. They include: (a) clearly identified learning 

progressions; (b) goals/criteria for success; (c) evidence-based feedback linked to the intended 

outcomes; (d) self-, peer- assessment; and (e) teacher and student collaboration . 

We thus entered the study with the aim to develop formative assessment tasks that enabled 

students to engage in close reading by responding to text-dependent questions, while also 

providing both teacher and student with continual feedback.  
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Methods 

Because the study was developmental, we adopted an iterative approach that involved multiple 

methods and data sources over the course of one school year. In this section, we describe the 

sample and then summarize the specific methods utilized, including:  classroom observations, 

teacher professional development meetings, and teacher reflections on their classroom try-outs.  

Sample 

 The five participating teachers represented two schools within one suburban Delaware district. 

Two of the teachers worked at a traditional high school that served students from grades 9-12. 

One of these teachers was the school‘s only ESL teacher. She teaches using the district‘s English 

language arts curriculum. All of her students are ELLs, and they are grouped in classes by their 

English language proficiency level.  The other high school teacher is in the Special Education 

department, but because she has a background in science, her schedule is a combination of co-

teaching in inclusion science classes and teaching self-contained Biology classes.  

The remaining three teachers work in a secondary science magnet school for grades 6-12. Along 

with being a science magnet school to which students must apply, this school is designated as an 

ELL middle school. This means that ELLs in particular school zones attend the school until they 

reach English language proficiency, at which point they may either apply to continue at the 

school or attend their ―home‖ middle or high school. One of the teachers at this school teaches 

social sciences to ELLs and former ELLs at both the middle and high school level. The 

remaining two teachers teach 6
th

 grade, with one teaching English language arts and one teaching 

science. Both of these teachers serve classrooms with all ELLs, but use the district content 

curriculum.  

Classroom Observations 

We conducted at least two (2) classroom observations for each teacher. The first observation was 

conducted in the first semester, as close to the beginning of the study as possible. The purpose of 

these first observations was to understand the current context of teachers‘ classroom, determine 

the extent to which text was used in the classes, and compare instruction with teachers‘ reports of 
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their instruction. A classroom observation protocol was developed based on one piloted by 

Martínez, Bailey, Kerr, Huang, & Beauregard (2010) in elementary science classrooms. 

The second set of observations was conducted in the spring. During these observations, 

researchers not only examined changes (or not) in teachers‘ practice over the course of the study, 

but also observed implementation of a formative assessment task created as part of the project. 

(Note: Due to an illness, one of the five teachers was not able to complete all study activities and 

was thus not observed for a second time).  

Teacher Professional Development Meetings 

We conducted six (6) professional development meetings from October 2012 to May 2013. The 

first two meetings were held face-to-face at a building in the school district, and the remaining 

four meetings were web-based teleconferences. The purpose of the first two meetings was 

primarily to provide professional development and training. Researchers introduced the teachers 

to the concepts of close reading and formative assessment, while also gauging teachers perceived 

instructional practices, beliefs about teaching, and the context of the school, district, and 

community. As part of these first two meetings, teachers completed a teacher background 

questionnaire on which they rated their instructional practice related to teaching the academic 

language of their content.  

The remaining four meetings were held virtually using both telephone and computer. The 

purpose in these latter meetings was primarily for teachers to share about their experiences using 

the formative assessment process and reflect on ideas to improve the resources.  

Teacher Reflections on Try Outs 

Teachers were asked to reflect verbally and in writing on how the formative assessment process 

worked in their classrooms. We posed open-ended questions for teachers that elicited their 

experiences with the assessment task as well as their suggestions for improvements. In some 

cases, these reflections included teachers‘ development of their own formative assessment task 

or their recording of a particular student‘s progress based on the assessment task. These written 

reflections were usually completed shortly before each Web meeting and served as topics for 

discussion.  
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Results 

This section focuses on each teacher‘s experience with the formative assessment. We first 

describe the instructional context of each teacher and her prior experience and knowledge 

coming into the study. We then show how teachers applied the formative assessment process to 

instruction including their successes, challenges, and adaptations to the process or tasks.   

Laura 

Laura is a high school teacher with a Master‘s degree in TESOL and eight years‘ teaching 

experience. At the time of the study, she served ELLs in grades 9-12 in self-contained 

classrooms grouped by English proficiency level. She primarily uses the same English language 

arts (ELA) curriculum that other ELA teachers use in the school, but makes adaptations 

necessary for her students. Laura approached the study enthusiastically, stating she was eager to 

learn strategies to help her students.  

During the first meeting and on the teacher questionnaire, Laura stated that she devoted much 

instructional time to building background knowledge and pre-teaching vocabulary. She said she 

taught her students to make marginal annotations to clarify vocabulary words, using their native 

language as needed. An emphasis on word-level vocabulary was evident during a classroom 

observation of a level 2 ELL language arts class in which Laura spent much of the lesson pre-

teaching words in a poem, and then asked students to read the poem. Laura also mentioned that 

she tried to integrate grammar instruction through writing and encouraged students to self-correct 

their mistakes. Regarding formative assessments, Laura stated that she used informal techniques 

such as exit tickets, noting grammar mistakes in free-writing assignments, and observation of 

students in class.  

In Laura‘s first try-out of the formative assessment tasks, she used the template we introduced, 

but modified it to include both grammar and comprehension objectives. In the first part of the 

task, she created a modified cloze passage using an informational text about the formation of 

stars in which students needed to conjugate the verb forms. She then provided five text-based 

comprehension questions and asked asking students to conjugate verb forms. Once students 

completed the cloze passage, they were asked to answer comprehension questions based on the 
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text and then provide a summary. An excerpt of Laura‘s original formative assessment is shown 

in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. Laura’s Formative Assessment Task 

 

When reflecting on this initial try-out, Laura expressed concern that the passage included too 

many unfamiliar words and that students did not have time to focus on the comprehension 

questions. In a subsequent formative assessment task using Dog Star, a narrative science fiction 

text, she modified her approach by selecting a smaller text excerpt, removing the verb 

conjugation component, and pre-teaching general academic vocabulary needed to understand the 

story. After introducing the story and ensuring students understood the vocabulary, Laura posed 

a few text-based questions about the small paragraph (107 words) she selected for her students. 

In general, Laura said that this second version was more effective, largely because she used a 

small excerpt of text and did not include the cloze activity. As opposed to the task she used in the 

first try-out, this one included questions that drew from the language of the text. For instance, the 

question How did the narrator react when he felt the quivering? referred directly to a sentence 

from the passage, I reacted without thinking. However, she indicated that the activity took much 
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longer than she anticipated and that students needed ample vocabulary instruction before being 

able to approach the task.  

By the end of the school year, Laura reported that she used the formative assessment tasks 

multiple times with different language arts texts and said the activity helped her see the 

importance of posing text-based comprehension questions for students. Specifically, she said, 

―the formative assessments are really great for the ‗right-there‘ questions; it gets them to look for 

the key words and sort of follow the reasoning that‘s in the text‖ (personal communication, May, 

2013). She also noted that the text-based questions worked as a scaffold to support students 

writing a summary of the passage.  

As a critique, Laura mentioned that the tasks lacked attention to higher-level thinking skills, and 

she suggested that the questions on the formative assessment need to move beyond those that 

require literal thinking. In the next school year, Laura said she hoped to continue using the 

formative assessment and place more attention on the summary and interpretation sections. She 

also posed the idea of using the text-based questions as a tool to increase fluency and speed, 

helping students become more automatic at reading small amounts of texts and then locating 

answers to questions within the texts.  

Jessica 

As with Laura, Jessica teaches in a traditional high school (grades 9-12) in the district. She has a 

Masters‘ degree in teaching and is certified in secondary science and special education. Jessica 

has six years‘ experience. At the time of the study, Jessica was a co-teacher in biology, physical 

science, and earth science, and she also taught several self-contained science classes for students 

with disabilities. She reported that she served three students who are dually identified as needing 

ESL and special education services, but also said that she likely served more former ELLs. 

Jessica came to the study with little to no training related to the instruction for ELLs but 

appeared eager to learn strategies that would help her ELLs and the ELLs in her inclusion 

classroom.   

From the first meeting, Jessica  admitted that she struggled to meet the needs of her ELLs and 

below-level readers, expressing concerns that her students were not able to understand the 

language used on standardized tests. On her teacher questionnaire, Jessica reported that her 
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instruction was relatively strong in areas related to helping students understand science concepts, 

but weaker in areas related to word-, sentence-, and discourse-level analysis of science texts. At 

the initial face-to-face meeting, Jessica stated that she primarily used text as a supplement to the 

science content. Although the school had science textbooks available, Jessica primarily utilized 

district-designed curriculum material and articles from the Internet that related to the science 

concept being taught.  

When discussing reading strategies, she mentioned that highlighting new vocabulary in the text 

was an effective means for students to evaluate their knowledge of particular words. She also 

said that she used ―fill-in-the-blank notes‖ as scaffolds for students to follow along and record 

information during classroom lectures. For assessment, Jessica stated that she regularly walked 

around the room to check on students‘ progress and gave periodic quizzes to assess learning.  

Due to scheduling constraints with Individualized Education Plans (IEP) meetings, we were 

unable to observe Jessica in the classroom.  We instead visited one of her inclusion classrooms 

when students were taking an end-of-unit test. Based on this single observation, little use of 

complex text was noted with the exception of the district curriculum materials, which consisted 

of information from the science text condensed into smaller chunks of texts and diagrams.  

Jessica designed a formative assessment task on a passage about cells. She borrowed the chart 

we introduced during the first two meetings and included text-based questions about the passage. 

Jessica also created an exit slip in which students read a paragraph, answer a text-based question, 

and then identify the part of the text in which they located the answer. Unlike Laura‘s initial 

formative assessment task, Jessica‘s focused on a much smaller piece of text (73-word 

paragraph). Her questions used the vocabulary of the text, but some of them required students to 

connect multiple sentences and make inferences beyond the text to respond.  

Although Jessica designed these instruments, she never had the opportunity to implement them 

or try them out in the classroom. Subsequent to the first three meetings, Jessica had a medical 

emergency and could not participate in the study for much of the second semester. However, 

during the final teleconference, she stated that she saw potential in using the formative 

assessment process and hoped to integrate it in the following year with the district‘s newly-

adopted science textbooks.  
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Betty 

Betty teaches in the district‘s secondary science magnet school, which serves students in grades 

6-12. She has 16 years‘ experience teaching and has pursued multiple professional development 

opportunities, including earning National Board Certification in Social Studies, state certification 

in ESOL, and a doctorate in Education Leadership and Literacy. She currently serves in multiple 

leadership roles at the school and district levels, has helped design the district curriculum guides, 

and teaches graduate classes at a local university as an adjunct instructor. At the time of the 

study, Betty taught social sciences to students in grades 6, 7, 11, and 12. The majority of her 

ELL students were in her 6
th

 and 7
th

 grade classes, but she had some former ELLs in the high 

school sociology classes as well.   

According to her teacher questionnaire, Betty assessed her instruction strongly on addressing 

content concepts and content-specific vocabulary. She reported weaknesses in the areas of 

teaching grammatical structures found in content materials and facilitating word-, sentence-, and 

discourse-level analysis of text. An early observation of her 7
th

 grade sheltered science class 

revealed Betty‘s emphasis on content-specific vocabulary, as she used target words repeatedly 

throughout the class and asked students to write definitions of the key terms in their ‗word 

journals.‘ Consistent with Betty‘s self-assessment, there were no observed instances of attention 

to grammatical structures, and students had few opportunities to use authentic science discourse 

outside of responding to teacher-initiated questions. This lack of detail to academic language 

may be a function of the limited text used in this classroom. As Betty described after the 

observation, she draws from the district-created simplified text and develops PowerPoint 

presentations with key phrases and matching photographs for use with her sheltered middle 

school classes. She said she makes use of the textbook in her high school CP (college 

preparatory) and AP (advanced placement) psychology classes, though.  

 Betty tried out the formative assessment process with both her middle school sheltered classes, 

which included ELLs from a range of ELP levels, and her high school psychology classes, which 

included primarily non-ELLs and a few former ELLs. For both levels, she reported that students 

―truly appreciated this type of reading assignment because it was relatively short, concise, and 
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the questions were easy to follow‖ (personal communication, February, 2013). In fact, at 

multiple team meetings Betty emphasized the utility of the close reading assessment process for 

all students, both ELL and non-ELL. She found that the formative assessment was helpful as an 

introduction to text and that the text-based questions ―helps [students] get a grip on something 

before delving in.‖ 

 Betty‘s formative assessment tasks included some text-based questions that could be answered 

directly within the passage, but also included other text-based questions that required additional 

evaluation or summarizing. For instance, one of her questions about a passage on classical 

conditioning in psychology was What are two facts to know about Pavlov? In this example, the 

accompanying text does not use the term ―two facts,‖ but instead enumerates a list of Pavlov‘s 

characteristics and accomplishments. Thus, the question requires students to understand the 

passage and then select two facts that are important to know.  

In the process of trying out the assessment, Betty found the Self-Assessment section unhelpful for 

many of her students. In the initial version of the self-assessment component, students are asked 

to select one of three levels of difficulty (i.e., I can do this easily, I can do this with help, I can 

follow along with the teacher) for each activity. Simply choosing one response was not helpful 

feedback for Betty, and she found that as students completed the task multiple times, their 

responses to this self-assessment became automatic and thoughtless. So, Betty altered this 

section to include an open-ended question regarding the entire assessment process, such as what 

is important for you to know about this text? Or Explain what was easy for you in this 

assignment. She also tried using this space for students‘ assessment of the task in general: What 

can I [teacher] improve about this assignment? She stated that these open-ended questions gave 

her an opportunity ―to know about their thinking, what they‘re comprehending, what they do or 

do not care about as they are reading‖ (personal communication, May, 2013).   

By the end of the project, Betty stated that she was using the formative assessment tasks 

regularly with all of her classes. In fact, when observing her Psychology class in the spring, 

students were able to start on the questions with little instruction or teacher modeling, suggesting 

that they were accustomed to the routine. In the observed class, students responded to six text-

based questions about a sub-section (3 paragraphs) in the textbook. All of the students appeared 

engrossed in the text, trying to locate the answers, but upon careful review, only some students 
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answered the questions correctly. At least two students in the class searched for key words in the 

question and then copied the phrases that included these key words, regardless if the phrases 

answered the question. These students appeared not to understand how the sentence structure 

worked to answer the question and may have benefitted from direct instruction about the syntax.  

 Angelica 

Angelica teaches 6
th

, 7
th

, and 8
th

 grade students within the secondary science school. She came to 

the study with 12 years‘ teaching experience, a Bachelor‘s degree in elementary education, and a 

Master‘s degree in education administration.  Angelica reported that she has earned various 

certifications in the areas of middle school English and science content, special education, and 

gifted services. She also said she had attended ―multiple‖ training opportunities related to 

instruction for ELLs. At the time of the study, she taught science and English through inclusion 

methods, as she did not have her own classroom space and used a cart to travel to different 

classrooms for co-teaching. 

 Angelica was enthusiastic at the onset of the study. During the first meeting, she explained how 

her ELLs struggled with reading complex texts: They ―gave up‖ easily and resorted to the 

bilingual paraprofessional for translation rather than trying to decipher unfamiliar phrases in 

English. One of Angelica‘s biggest concerns was serving beginning level ELLs who came to the 

school with little or no literacy in English or their native language and struggled with basic 

phonics skills.  Angelica stated that she used formative assessments such as exit cards, 

observations, student journal entries, and open-ended questions, but she said she was less 

familiar with using text effectively in her classroom.  

As she was focused on science content, Angelica explained that she rarely used text as a 

foundation of her instruction and instead emphasized ―hands-on‖ and inquiry teaching methods. 

In fact, she stated that she did not have textbooks available for her content area and only used 

supplemental materials found online or developed by the district. For the purposes of the initial 

observation in the fall, Angelica made an effort to integrate text into her lesson and chose an 

Associated Press article about the use of St. John‘s Wort for students with attention deficit 

disorder. She tied the article to students‘ prior learning in the classroom, modeled reading 

strategies such as summarizing and questioning, and gave students opportunities to work in small 
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groups, but her challenges with using the text were apparent. Despite her introduction to the text, 

many of the students did not understand the vocabulary or sentence structure and struggled to 

comprehend the text. At the end of the lesson, Angelica acknowledged that the text seemed too 

difficult for her students and expressed frustration about using text to teach science content for 

beginning level ELLs.  

Throughout the study, Angelica admitted that she had a difficult time designing and 

implementing the formative assessment tasks in her classroom, especially given her students‘ 

wide range of ELP levels and the large number of beginners. The first task that Angelica shared 

was on a paragraph about friction excerpted from a 7
th

 grade science text that she did not 

regularly use. Although she selected a small piece of text, she only posed two text-based 

questions. Each of these questions was broad and required students to piece together different 

sentences in the paragraph to develop multi-part answers. In the group meeting in which she 

shared this assessment task, Angelica expressed frustration that few of her students were able to 

answer the questions correctly. Figure 2 demonstrates this initial attempt at a formative 

assessment task. 

Figure 2.  Angelica’s Formative Assessment Tasks 
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 Angelica continued to experience frustrations implementing the formative assessments in her 

classroom. At subsequent group meetings, she stated that the tasks took more time than she 

anticipated and that many students were unable to complete the tasks even after modeling and 

guided practice. Conversations about Angelica‘s struggles led to the suggestion that teachers 

strategically select small portions of text for beginning level students and then pose questions 

that really focus on one or two sentences. By the end of the project, Angelica found that the 

formative assessments could be helpful for some of her students, but only with a great deal of 

scaffolding, supplemental ‗hands-on‘ activities, and one-on-one support from a teacher. Given 

her population of beginning level ELLs and students with disabilities, Angelica found that the 

formative assessment process was difficult to implement as a class-wide assignment and instead 

found potential utility in using the process with individuals or small groups.  

 Janet 

 Janet teaches sheltered English language arts to 6
th

, 7
th

 and 8
th

 grade students within the 

secondary science school. She was hired to the district after the school year had started and thus 

joined the study in the late fall. Prior to working in this district, Janet taught at an elementary 

bilingual school in Virginia for several years. Each of Janet‘s classes includes ELLs from a range 

of English language proficiency levels, with advanced, intermediate, and beginning students in 

the same class. She uses the district grade-level ELA curriculum and textbooks with her classes 

but modifies material as needed to meet the language needs of her students.  Janet collaborates 

with ESL co-teachers (including Angelica) for some of her classes, and the bilingual 

paraprofessional is also sometimes present to help translate for newcomer students.  

Because Janet started the study later than the other teacher participants, she did not conduct try-

outs of the formative assessment tasks until the late winter, and we were not able to observe her 

classroom until February. This initial observation was of a 6
th

 grade English language arts class 

of ELLs at varying ELP levels. As part of her class routine, Janet utilized leveled groups and 

students worked on different tasks simultaneously. A bilingual paraprofessional supported 

students working independently at their seats, while Janet and an ESL specialist each led a small 

group in a reading activity. During this observation, students read an adapted article about the 
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Holocaust in the ESL teacher‘s group and read song lyrics in Janet‘s groups. The scaffolding and 

support varied depending on the levels of students within each group. In all activities, an 

emphasis on word-level skills and content vocabulary was observed, but few instances of writing 

or student-initiated talk were observed.  

Because she used guided reading groups as part of her instructional routine, Janet found the 

formative assessment tasks especially helpful when she designed them for particular small 

groups. In the spring prior to the ELA state content test administration, Janet used elements of 

the close reading assessment tasks to prepare her students for the test. During one of the team 

meetings, she said that the formative assessment allowed her to ―see where the weak spots are 

and target from there… as a way to give myself a little more information if I can design it 

correctly to assess what type of questions they‘re having trouble with‖ (personal communication, 

May 2013).  

In a subsequent observation, we documented Janet implementing a close reading formative 

assessment task with a guided reading group of 6
th

 grade ELLs.  Janet selected a passage about 

alligators, a topic that the students were studying in science and thus had a basic level of prior 

knowledge about the text. Students did not approach the text-based questions  Janet had 

prepared, though, as they spent the whole period (approximately 30 minutes) reading the 

passage, highlighting words they knew, and defining unfamiliar words in the dictionary. 

Although the majority of the lesson was focused on isolated word meanings, Janet tailored her 

instruction based on student responses. Towards the end of the small group lesson, Janet shifted 

her focus from dictionary skills to determining the most important words to look up in the 

dictionary. She later reflected that using the formative assessment process helped her target 

specific skills for different groups of students.  

After the observation, Janet explained how this particular lesson revealed to her the amount of 

time students spend looking up words in the dictionary. She used this information as a basis for 

subsequent lesson planning and decided to focus on categorizing the importance of words in 

context rather than basic dictionary skills. Reflecting on the lesson, Janet said, ―I feel like I have 

a lot more work to do with these kids now that I‘ve seen what they‘re thinking‖ (personal 

communication, May 2013). At the end of the project, she said she would continue to implement 
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the formative assessment tasks, but planned to integrate a vocabulary component with the text-

based questions. 

Implications for Further Research 

The purpose of this first year of study was to develop formative assessment tasks that engaged 

middle school students in close reading. The resulting prototypes have not been validated on 

large-scale samples and represent the knowledge, experience, and contexts of the researchers and 

five teachers participating in the study. Although each teacher in the study experienced the 

formative assessment process differently, several common themes emerged from the group. In 

general, the study transformed teachers‘ knowledge, skills, and instructional practice in the 

following ways: focused classroom instruction on targeted skills, improved teacher 

understanding of their students‘ approach to close reading, increased student use of complex text 

in the classroom, and emphasized formative assessment as a process rather than a quick test. 

Based on teacher reflections and tryouts, the close reading formative assessment tasks have 

promise to extend student capacity for comprehending complex text that is necessary to access 

rigorous college and career-ready standards. To strengthen and enhance the prototypes that 

emerged from this project, additional study is needed that include teachers from different 

contexts and content areas. Study is also needed to understand better the thinking processes of 

students, particularly ELLs at different ELP levels, as they engage in these close reading 

activities. Moreover, teacher reflection and feedback indicate that attention be directed to 

transitioning students from close reading to engaging in higher order thinking skills, such as 

synthesizing different pieces of text with prior knowledge and evaluating underlying authors‘ 

purposes.  

An exemplar of formative assessment tasks, procedures, and processes that captures many of 

these suggested changes is provided in the Appendix to this report.  Future iterations in year two 

of this study could utilize this exemplar to draw explicit attention to receptive and productive 

elements of close reading formative assessment tasks, and the transition from text-based literal 

questions to higher-order thinking and synthesizing.  The study could incorporate professional 

learning around teacher practices that include strategically selecting small pieces of text for the 

assessment tasks, differentiating between the formative assessment process and informal checks 
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of student progress, and differentiation of tasks for students at different ELP levels. A detailed 

plan for year two study was provided in progress report 2 of this study, and will be refined to 

better address these goals and the feedback of the ETS panel.          
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Appendix 

Formative Assessment Tasks and Procedures for Subject-Specific Texts 

 

Overview of Formative Assessment Tasks  

 

Self-Assessment Task: Student responds to questions prior to and following 

tasks.  

Reading Task: (1) Students read the text independently.  (2) Students follow 

along with the text as it is read aloud. (3) Students decode complex sentences 

in text.  (4) Students reread specific sections in response to text-dependent 

questions.   

Writing Task:  Students write a summary of text. 

 

Formative Assessment Procedures  

1. Teacher selects a text that meets the following criteria. 

 

a. Authentic, rather than simplified (e.g., from a textbook or article) 

b. At approximately grade level 

c. An appropriate length for students to read closely (e.g., short enough for students 

to read within a few minutes, but long enough to include multiple sentences and 

ideas; the selected text might be a portion of a longer text) 

d. About a topic with which students have some familiarity (e.g., a topic that you 

have been teaching so that students have background knowledge) 

e. Aligns with a content standard or topic 

 

2. Teacher administers formative assessment tasks related to subject-specific text passages   

a. Pre-teaches high-value academic vocabulary  

b. Reads the passage out loud to the class  

c. Models the tasks  

3. Teacher analyzes student work 

a. Assesses ELL close reading using rubric that would be used for any student 

b. Charts ELL progress 

4. Teacher uses the information obtained to enhance instruction 

a. Reflects on what s/he is learning that will help with instruction specifically for 

ELL students 
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b. Incorporates new learning into instructional plans     

The Three Tasks 

Self-Assessment Task   

1. Set learning target with individual students or whole class.  For example,  

My learning target is to read about and understand the Basque culture. I will know that I 

have hit this target when (a) I can answer questions from the text, and (b) I can put the 

text in my own words. 

2. Individually, students complete the self-assessment. 

a. Students read the text and rate the level at which they think they understand the text. 

(e.g., I can understand the text on my own; with help from a teacher; not at all) 

 

b. Students respond to questions and then rate their perceived difficulty of the question 

(e.g., easy and I know I got the right answer; a little tough, and I’m not sure if I got 

the right answer; really difficult and I have no idea what the right answer is.) 

 

Reading Task  
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Text 

 A medieval fisherman is said to have hauled up a three-

foot-long cod, which was common enough at the time. 

And the fact that the cod could talk was not especially 

surprising. But what was astonishing was that it spoke 

an unknown language. It spoke Basque.   

This Basque folktale shows not only the Basque 

attachment to their orphan language, indecipherable to 

the rest of the world, but also their tie to the Atlantic 

cod, Gadus morhua, a fish that has never been found in 

Basque or even Spanish waters.  

The Basques are enigmatic. They have lived in what is 

now the northwest corner of Spain and a nick of the 

French southwest for longer than history records, and 

not only is the origin of their language unknown, but the 

origin of the people themselves remains a mystery also. 

According to one theory, these rosy-checked, dark-

haired, long-nosed people were the original Iberians, 

driven by invaders to this mountainous corner between 

the Pyrenees, the Cantabrian Sierra, and the Bay of 

Biscay. Or they may be indigenous to this area.  

They graze sheep on impossibly steep, green slopes of 

mountains that are thrilling in their rare, rugged beauty. 

They sing their own songs and write their own literature 

in their own language, Euskera. Possibly Europe's oldest 

living language, Euskera is one of only four European 

languages—along with Estonian, Finnish, and 

Hungarian—not in the Indo-European family. They also 

have their own sports, most notably jai alai, and even 

their own hat, the Basque beret, which is bigger than any 

other beret.     

 "Nire aitaren etxea / defendituko dut. / Otsoen kontra" (I 

will defend / the house of my father. /Against the 

wolves) are the opening lines of a famous poem in 

modern Euskera by Gabriel Aresti, one of the fathers of 

the modernized tongue. Basques have been able to 

maintain this stubborn independence, despite repression 

and wars, because they have managed to preserve a 

strong economy throughout the centuries. Not only are 

Basques shepherds, but they are also a seafaring people, 

noted for their successes in commerce. During the 

Middle Ages, when Europeans ate great quantities of 

whale meat, the Basques traveled to distant unknown 

waters and brought back whale. They were able to travel 

such distances because they had found huge schools of 

cod and salted their catch, giving them a nutritious food 

supply that would not spoil on long voyages. (Cod: A 

Biography of the Fish that Changed the World, by Mark 

Kurlansky, 1997, pp. 18-19) 

Directions/Example Questions  

 

1. Pre-teach high-value vocabulary in the text.  

High-value vocabulary refers to words or 

phrases that are essential for understanding 

subject-specific concepts or that are common 

across subjects. In this passage, examples of 

high-value vocabulary include ―the fact that‖ 

and origin. 

 

2. Students read the text read independently. 

Give students time to decode and comprehend 

the text without responding to teacher 

questions.  

 

3. Read the passage out loud to the class as 

students follow along in the text.  This offers 

students an opportunity to hear the language 

and patterns of the text. 

 

4. Students decode complex 

sentences in the text.   Identify 

one or more complex sentences in 

the text.  Model for students how to 

unpack each sentence, clause by 

clause.  E.g., A medieval fisherman 

is said to have hauled up a three-

foot-long cod, which was common 

enough at the time. 

Who (is said to have) hauled up a three-foot-

long cod? What was common enough? When?  

5. Students reread specific sections in response 

to text-dependent questions. Ask students to 

discuss and respond to additional questions 

about the text in small groups. The teacher 

facilitates these conversations and models 

language to use as needed.   

 

Example Q1: Why does the author say that the 

Basques are enigmatic?    

 

Example Q2: What are three characteristics of the 

Basque people?   

  

Example Q3: What is the importance of cod to the 

Basque?  
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Writing Task  

1. Model how to write a summary, using the following directions/rubric: Write a summary 

of the text, using your own words.  Remember to include only the main ideas.  Do not 

include your opinion or information that was not in the text – even if the information is 

correct!    

2. Student writes a summary of the text read for the reading task.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


